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This thesis is based on first-hand information collected from the archive of the 
Nan yang Volunteer Drivers and Mechanics，the archive of the Yunnan province 
government , the archive of the institute of history of Kuomingdang  in Tanwan 
province , the newspaper published in nanyan during the 1930s , as well as the 
information collected from field study. It attempts to construct the history of the Nan 
yang Volunteer Drivers and Mechanics and analinsed then contribution to 
anti-japanese during the the Second World War as well as the world. 
With the above-mentioned line of thought, the analytical framework of this thesis 
is divided into six parts: 
 Exordium sets forth the origin and academic significance of the research, and 
briefly introduces the method of the research, the source of the material, and the 
outline of the analysis. 
In Chapter one, the author elaborates the history background of coming to China 
of Nan yang Volunteer Drivers and Mechanics in the 1930s from two aspects like the 
world antifascist war situation and  Nan yang Chinese response to the Japanese 
aggression against China. 
In Chapter two, elaborates Nan yang Chinese Relief General Association the 
recruit and organize overseas Chinese across the Nan yang and the process of  going 
to china , and then Elaborates the roles of Nan yang Chinese Relief General 
Association repatriating to china. 
In Chapter three, elaborates Department of southwest transportation of China 
how to train and manage the Nan yang Volunteer Drivers and Mechanics, and then 
discuss its effect on military transportation. 
 In Chapter four, elaborates transport job of the Nan yang Volunteer Drivers and 
Mechanics, during the Anti-Japanese War. And then probe into Contribution to 
China's resistance against Japan and the world anti-fascist war. 
In Chapter five, elaborates the relationship between Nan yang Volunteer Drivers 
and Mechanics an Nan yang from two aspects, its relative and Nanyang Chinese 
















In Chapter six, discuss the process of going back to Southeast Asia of  the Nan 
yang Volunteer Drivers and Mechanics. And then analysis the role of the china 
government, Anyang associations,  in repatriating to Nan yang. 
Epilogue summarizes the work and contributions of the Nan yang Volunteer 
Drivers and Mechanics to China's resistance against Japan and the world anti-fascist 
war. and further sets forth the author’ s understanding of the current research 
orientation in the field of overseas Chinese and China's resistance against Japan  
studies. 
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